The bitewing radiograph as an assessment tool in fixed prosthodontics.
Molar crown preparations, as described in the literature, have standard forms dictated by the demands of retention, resistance and the physical properties of materials. Standard designs may not be appropriate for all patients because of ethnic variations in tooth shape, pulp size and dentine thickness. Accurate data on these features could assist clinicians to minimize the risk of accidental pulpal injury. The aim of this study was to compare the first molar crown and pulp dimensions between Asian (Chinese, Korean, Malay) and other ethnic groups, using measurements from the bitewing radiographs of 121 subjects. Comparisons revealed the following significantly different features of Asian first molars: larger total pulp areas in uppers (P < 0.0005); shorter crowns (P < 0.0005); narrower upper teeth at the cervix (P < 0.0005); wider pulps at the cervix of lowers (P < 0.02); more bulbous crowns (P < 0.0005 for uppers; P < 0.01 for lowers), and finally significantly thinner dentine interproximally at the cervix (P=0.001 for uppers; P=0.011 for lowers). Preparations with wide shoulders could pose hazards to the pulps in Asian subjects. This study emphasizes the value of bitewing films in assessing crown and pulp size and shape before making crown preparations. The experienced practitioner may intuitively include tooth and pulp morphology in treatment planning, but this appears not to be taught or documented in textbooks.